Abstract. This article respectively discusses the term that "quasi affix" was proposed and established from two angles. This kind of research is significant to know the affix comprehensively and scientifically, and it has important sense to the Chinese word formation.
language." quasi of affix terms is proposed to avoid the affix and root of the opposite. Meet the gradual change and the imbalance of the development of language.
In the vast majority of scholars acknowledge Chinese have a kind of between root and affix morpheme. But, sometimes is not the same in the use of the term. Such as, Ren Xueliang in Chinese Word called "quasi prefix", "quasi suffix". Guo Liangfu in Modern Chinese Prefixes and Suffixes called "emerging prefix", "emerging suffixes", etc. In addition, there is "half affix", "deputy affix", etc. Referred to these terms and affix name is different but basically the same. Nothing but, people are more widely accepted quasi affix term.
Since China's reform and opening up, with the rapid development of Chinese society , Chinese and other languages or dialects contact frequently , Chinese way of word formation and great changes have taken place , "Chinese new tendency affix" has become increasingly apparent. This change is also reflected on the teaching of grammar. 
Related Dictionaries to Affix Quasi
So far we have data, at least the following four dictionaries have been explicitly including the quasi affix term. From these dictionaries to affix quasi definition, meaning a falsified and incomplete falsified (real and virtual) have in common is that they emphasize that this quasi for us to explore the definition of the affix the problems are of great enlightening significance.
Yin Hailiang statistics of The Modern Chinese (2, 3, and 5) in the situation of affix (see the Table 1 below, elected to book just do adjustment). Note : "+" in the table said "yes", "-" said "no"
As can be seen from the table, from 2, 3 version to version 5, affix the increase in the number of 7. Even though The Modern Chinese without the introduction of the term "quasi affix", but some of the affixes, such as "non-" and "quasi-", falsified degree is different from some typical affixes. It is advisable to should temporarily put them as a kind of affix.
Quasi Affix Necessity of Existence Theoretical Basis
Grammaticalization theory of the quasi of the existence of affix inevitability provides a solid theoretical basis. It refers not only to the traditional "content words blur", also refers to "an emerging grammar means of diachronic process". Grammaticalization is a ramp, long-term evolution. This leads to the certain aspects of the language system will exist some transitional between units. Morpheme evolution of the quasi of affix process is a typical process of grammaticalization. In this process will be accompanied by a "use frequency increase", "the original meaning to others", "become a kind of adhesive composition" and a series of grammaticalization processed characteristics. From the perspective of diachronic development, from solid the evolution of the morpheme to affix, not only exist between root and affix, during which there will be a middle stage. Which in theory would allow for some transitional between the two units as is, this is decided by the characteristics of the language itself. Affixes are the transition between root and affix composition, is a key of the morpheme grammar in affix intermediate state.
A language unit between a variety of transition states is, as it were, every kind of language phenomenon. Some scholars think that quasi affixes is Chinese special language phenomenon. In fact that was not the case. For example, inflections are rich in English, there are many phenomena between root and affix. These morphemes can be a lot of analogy word-formation (weakening) had appeared some voice, can also be used independently as a word. Such as, "-able" (lovable, movable), "-like" (childlike and suchlike), "-man" (such as chairman, policeman), etc. This kind of relation of the real free morpheme used is not exactly the same, but showing more similarities with the affix. Zhang Jiayu examines the German quasies in the affix paper (referred to as half affix or affix), argues that "Whether it's from a diachronic point of view, or from the synchronic point of view, should be admitted that the so-called half of a host affixes are a development trend of modern German phenomenon worthy of attention."
On the Basis of Reality
Itself from the Chinese point of view, the lack of a proper inflections (inflection), it is community consensus. Shuxiang once pointed out that "due to the lack of Chinese developed form, many grammatical phenomena is gradual change rather than change, on the syntactic analysis is likely to encounter all kinds of "intermediate state". Difficult to "one size fits all" everywhere. This is a reality, cannot be ruled out, also don't have to hide. "For implementing Chinese morpheme and typical affix boundaries, we cannot indiscriminately divide clearly as well. Because some morphemes in part with the characteristics of a morpheme and partially has the characteristics of typical affixes, we can't absolutely believe they belong to or does not belong to the kind of. Scientific way is to put them in the area between the morpheme and typical affix.
Visible, in Chinese to set up with the affix "typical" and "morpheme" phase difference of the affix "quasi" is necessary, in accordance with Chinese own characteristics.
With the deepening of the study, quasi affix term widely agree that completely paining less and less. However, there are still many problems lack of consensus. About quasi, for example, the problem such as the defining standard and scope of the affix, almost no two scholars views are completely consistent. Some people put forward the affix, often are negated by others, recognized as affix little. Each have different number of statistics for quasies affix, even if the number and also there are big differences on the cognizance of concrete morpheme. It is in the final analysis because the quasi definition of affix hold different standards. Visible, it is necessary to theoretically how to identify the modern Chinese quasi affix to make further exploration. Define quasies of Chinese affixes, must take into account meaning, structure and function standards.
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